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What the Badge of Ormond Pursuivant might have been, by Ormond himself.

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts

The Heraldry Gazette (No.116, June 2010) was expected, but did not come in time,
though Bernard tells me that it has three French Salamanders in it.
ANOTHER AMERICAN DRAGON JOKE from the Daily Mail, 11 June.

We welcome new member Ronny Andersen.
Saint Twrog was a 6th century Welsh saint who founded the church at Maentwrog in
Gwynedd, and is celebrated on 26th June.
Ormond Pursuivant is one of the Officers of the Lyon Court in Edinburgh, who did
not previously have an official badge, but the last issue of Tak Tent (No 47)
illustrated the recently approved design, derived from the mullet in the armorials of
the Murray and Douglas families, both of which had connections with Ormond
Castle, together with a few suggested designs that were not adopted, although the
splendid design on our cover was not shown. This was made by Ormond himself,
who is none other than Mark Dennis, one of our long-standing members (see his
Dragon-B in No 62 among many contributions) and also Chairman of the Heraldry
Society of Scotland, and his design includes a large letter “O” for Ormond, St
Andrew’s Cross for Scotland and an intertwined Dragon with a very Celtic
provenance. Many thanks to Mark for letting us have this outstanding example of his
handiwork.
Mark also sent his drawing of the curious legless and wingless Dragon (below) from
the crest of the arms matriculated for Anne L. Dawes by Lyon Clerk earlier this year,
based on that of her ancestor Sir Edwin Sandys Dawes of Mount Ephraim KCMG
(1838-1903). In the original, this dragon is perched on the tip of a battleaxe (was it
supposed to act like a weathervane?), and Mark suggests that the red crescent (for
difference) might be mistaken for a wound from the axe’s spike.

CORRESPONDENCE
Peter Giles has sent a notice of a
new platinum coin rated at ten
pounds, nominally issued by
Tristan da Cunha (but actually by
the London Mint) and bearing on
the reverse a dramatic rendering
of St George fighting a Dragon –
no artist’s name given (right).
Jan Keuzenkamp has sent a
number of pictures from the book
“Steierische Ortswappen” by
Kobel and Pirchegger (1954), in
other words the arms of places in
Styria, one of the provinces of
Austria, showing a variety of
fabulous beasts, including the
Styrian Panther (see No 7).
These will be featured in a
forthcoming issue.
Marc Van de Cruys writes to say that the drawing of St George and the Dragon used
for the first-day cover of the London 2010 Festival of Stamps (No 118, page 6) is
taken from a stamp of 1929 commemorating the London Postal Union Congress of
that year.
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The Heraldic Craftsman (No 72, June 2010) has more on the use of gold by
Anthony Wood, with one of his splendid illustrations showing a Wyvern crest having
the curious anatomy which he seems to prefer with pectoral legs and pelvic wings,
rather than the other way round. Still, one must admit that it is a magnificent beast.
Next are the arms, granted on the 1st November 1983, of the Worshipful Company of
Engineers, the 94th Livery Company of the City of London, with its Pegasus and
Wyvern supporters (see back page). Then comes a piece on modern Swedish
heraldry, with shields including a Griffin and Odin’s eight-legged horse Sleipnir
(which we have seen before, in No 57), and concluding with
this delightful Griffin carrying a cannon and riding on a
skateboard, the emblem of the new National Military Vehicle
Museum, designed “to make it more attractive for younger
people to visit” (right) by Vladimir Sagerlund. After that there
is John Ferguson’s Dragon device for the Royal Society of St
George (below), commissioned by John Campbell-Kease (two
of our members!), and finally, for those with very keen sight, a
Cockatrice in the arms of the former Borough of Swinton and
Pendlebury in a corner of a display of Heraldry of the Civic
Life of the Diocese of Manchester, contributed by Alan Fennely.

A DRAGON FROM LIBYA

This is one of a number of primitive dragons filling the spaces between a circular
floral design and a square frame on a tiled floor that was spotted by Cathy Constant
on her travels. Note the similarity with the little dragons used to fill the spaces round
the edges of mediaeval armorial seals. They may indeed have a similar provenance.
ANOTHER SCOTTISH MONSTER
From the Daily Mail, Wednesday 16 June 2010:
“While the unicorn of the royal coat of arms might be a result of Christian mythology,
Scotland had its very own one-horned beastie which could have influenced its use.
“The Western Isles have the Baiste-na-scoghaigh - not the perfect white horse of
mythology, but a great, lumbering monster, akin to a huge ram or shire horse with a
single great horn erupting from its head. All its race are male and it mates by taking
on human form and copulating with a human woman, siring only sons.
“The baiste-na-scoghaigh cannot tolerate weak men, whom it regards as an
affront to its own virility, and is likely to try to dispatch them with its fearsome horn
and take their place, aiming to sire a more worthy male son.
Donald Finlay,
Oban, Argyllshire.”
FEEDBACK
Further to our notice of the book “On Monsters” by Stephen Asma in No 117, there is
a very favourable review of it by Philip Jacobson in the Daily Mail for Friday 28 May
2010, which cites this picture of the Manticore (below), drawn by the author after
Topsell, and ends with this paragraph:“Ultimately, what makes this book
such a delight is the author’s relish for
reaching into the darker recesses of the
human mind to confront us with the
many and varied terrors that lurk on
the edge of our psyche, preparing to go
bump in the night.”
Also worth quoting is Asma’s final
sentence:- “The term and the concept
of monster are still very useful.” This
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will come as no surprise to keen heraldists, though Asma was thinking more of
modern psychology than of mediaeval fabulous beasts.
With regard to the “Dragon Rapide” passenger biplane (No 118), Stuart Emersom
remembers taking a flight in one from Elmdon (now Birmingham Airport) in the
1950s, while David Vaudrey has remembered yet another aircraft with a Dragon
name, the SAAB 35 Draken jet fighter from the 1960s and 70s, used by the Air
Forces of Sweden, Denmark and Finland.
SOMERSET SCORES AGAIN
We have seen misericords before, from Gloucester in No 25, Carlisle in No 31 and
Breda in No 99, but on a recent visit to Wells Cathedral, Cathy Constant found these
old post-cards with examples of a Griffin, a Mermaid and a Wyvern, each actively
engaged.

A WYVERN STANDARD
Before Jorge Rivera had his Grant of Arms from
London (see No 93) he had a bookplate made by the
Italian artist Marco Foppoli showing the arms he had
used previously on a shield and horse-trappings of an
armoured knight wielding a standard of the ancient
type, a Wyvern clasping a cross flory as in the arms,
and although it has been replaced by the more recent
bookplate made by Gordon Macpherson it is
certainly worth showing here:CHILDREN’S CORNER
Dragons, particularly the more Disnified versions, still seem very popular as toys.
Here are a couple. First, a red and green monster made entirely from Lego bricks, to
be found at Legoland near Windsor and sent in by Roger Seabury (left). Second, a fix
-it-yourself kit called ‘Dragons and Reptiles,’ one of a series including ‘Sea
Creatures’ and ‘Dinosaurs’ among others, from the Happy Puzzle Company (right).

JOURNAL SCAN
The Norfolk Standard (Third Series, Volume 3, part 6, pp 529-548, May 2010) has
for a page heading for “Society News,” a coloured version of the Griffin embroidered
by their Secretary, Philippa Sims (see No 117, page 6).
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